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Abstract

This thesis concentrates on the stability performance of HVDC-HVAC interaction of the 

transnational HVDC interconnection between Sri Lanka and India. This transmission line 

under consideration since mid-1970 and the prefeasibility study was done by India in 

cooperated with Sri Lanka together. In this study it was focused on modeling the HVDC link 

between Indian and Sri Lankan power grids with the basic control system and studying the 

transient stability performance of the HVDC interconnection under the Sri Lankan 

transmission network perturbed conditions. The complete system was modeled on 

PSCAD/EMTDC software. The complete system was divided into five subsystems while 

modeling as, rectifier side AC source, converter transformers and converters, DC 

transmission line, HVDC control system and inverter side detailed Sri Lankan network. The 

simulations were done for steady state conditions, for system accuracy verification and for 
different system perturbed conditions. The analysis was done based upon the maximum 

power curve, Short circuit ratio (SCR) and time domain analysis. It was found that; modeled 

Sri Lankan network is a strong network for the proposed HVDC interconnection in steady 

state condition. However, there is a considerable impact on the stability of HVDC-HVAC 

interaction under different perturbed scenarios of Sri Lankan AC network. This study 

discusses the results obtained from the qualitative and quantitative analysis.

was

The results obtained from this study can be taken as guidance during the planning 

and designing stage of the proposed DC interconnection to have an idea on stability 

of the AC-DC interaction. The DC power operating curve, maximum DC power in- 

feed to inverter side Sri Lankan network, AC system strength behavior during 

different disturbances, time domain faults behavior, impact of AC system impedance 

on the stability are the facts which are discussing in this thesis. Therefore, this thesis 

can be consider as guidance for the planning stage of the proposed interconnection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1. Background

Industrial development in Sri Lanka pressurizes electric power production in the 

country to grow up rapidly with respect to the time line. This ever growing electric 

energy demand keens electric power industry to build more power generation plants 

in the island or borrow power through the interconnections from a neighboring 

country which has excess of power. As per the latter option mentioned, it is proposed 

to import power from the Sri Lanka’s neighboring country India. This proposal has 

got apparent advantages despite in electric energy sector, in economic, social, 

environmental and political sectors relative to the other available options [I], 

According to the prefeasibility study, the primitive objectives of this proposed 

interconnection are [1],

1) The interconnection would enhance the reliability and system security 

of both the countries.

The interconnection could facilitate the development of power

countries
2)

thebetweenexchange two
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Sri Lanka produces her own electric power requirement by diverse energy 

sources such as large hydro, coal, natural gas, oil and renewable energy resources 

such as small hydro, wind, solar and bio mass. For the moment, almost all the hydro 

power plants are constructed already and meeting the electric power demand only 

through the hydro power plants is unrealistic and unreliable due to the limited hydro 

resources possessed in this small island and hydro plants dependency heavily upon 

the unpredictable weather condition. Meeting the requirement of ever growing 

electric energy demand through imported fuel is unrealistic due to the higher cost of 

generation. That leads the country development to be standstill due to lack of further 

investments and returning back established investments by unbearable electricity cost 

for the utilizers.
Therefore Sri Lanka turns in the next option that exporting power from 

neighboring country, India. In other terms, a transnational Interconnection could 

achieve economic and social benefits for the overall system such as supply stability, 
lower production cost, and environmental benefits [2].

The above mentioned three benefits are the driving factors which motivates 

countries for the transnational interconnection [2]. As mention again,

■ security of supply

Security and reliability of electricity supply is one of the potential benefits to 

encourage power interconnection. Interconnection would be able to provide a pool of 

operational support and additional reserve capacity, which would otherwise demand 

additional investment for each of the systems involved.

■ economic efficiency
The potential economic benefits are expected from the expansion of the power • 

system to a certain extent. The nature of power supply industry encourages the 

combination of individual power system to achieve economies of scale.
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Once interconnection is established the power system is expanded by the 

combination, therefore achieving economies of scale. In this case, interconnection 

offers the following opportunities:

■ Sharing reserve margin is regarded as an additional source of power in 

addition to the existing generation capacity in those interconnected 

economies. Large power systems resulting from interconnection can reduce 

the need for reserve capacity.
■ Larger generating units can be introduced for better power quality and lower 

costs.
■ Optimizing the investment in the power supply systems.

■ Environmental satisfaction.

The increasing concern on air pollution, especially C02 emission, forces the 

power sector to seek alternative clean and environment friendly supply. In this 

regard, environmental protection could become an important factor in the decision 

making for cross border power interconnection.

HVDC technology is technically feasible with respect to HVAC technology 

to link as an interconnection between two independent countries [2]. HVDC 

interconnections tend towards larger capacity to make interconnection economically 

feasible. These links could be sized at hundreds of MWs, which is competitive with 

conventional power plants. Consequently, grid integration of such size HVDC links 

seriously impact the operation and dynamic stability of the interconnected power 

system. HVDC link is characterized by independent active and reactive power 

control and hence is able to provide reactive power / voltage support during grid 

voltage disturbances. These characteristics are highly depending on the grid 

characteristics and HVDC control systems. In order to achieve the lull advantages of 

the HVDC interconnection, the grid with HVDC should perform appropriately for 

different kinds of disturbances and system conditions. Thus, it is essential to study

3



the grid and HVDC link performance under different disturbance scenarios. As the 

Sri Lankan power system is weak and very small, proper analysis of dynamic 

behavior of the link is very critical.

There are particularly applications of HVDC transmission systems which 

possess distinct superiorities over EHV-AC transmission systems. The three major 

HVDC applications which are not practical to be substituted by HVAC are [3],

■ Long distance bulk power transmission,

■ Cable transmission

■ System interconnection.

It is not going to detail about the HVDC applications despite the HVDC system 

interconnection application.

As it needs to keep the two countries power network independent from each 

other it is necessary to interconnect two islands via an asynchronous transmission 

system. Therefore it always tends to interconnect two independent power systems at 

least by one DC transmission line. Integration of AC and DC power makes the 

simple power transmission network more complex. Therefore it is necessary to 

predict the performance of the transmission network during the planning stage.

This thesis describes the modeling and simulation details of the proposed 

Indu-Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection for transient and dynamic stability and a 

systematic way to ensure that there are no risks of adverse interactions due to the 

links. The simulation results obtained for different disturbances to compare the 

system performances with the proposed link are also presented. It is essential to 

ensure that the system is asymptotically stabilized at the disturbances with this 

proposed link and when it is not stabilized, it is necessary to provide supplementary 

actions to ensure the stability of the HVDC-HVAC network.
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1.2. Thesis Objectives

The purpose of this research study in this thesis is to analyze the performance 

of the AC-DC interaction on the inverter side of the interconnection. There are 

several ways to study about the AC-DC interaction as, power, voltage and frequency 

instabilities; harmonic resonance- related instabilities; sub synchronous torsional 

interactions; temporary overvoltage and recoveries from AC and DC faults [4]. This 

research work selected to study about the power and voltage stability of the AC-DC 

interaction at inverter terminal of the model; which means that study about the 

power/voltage stability at the Sri Lankan AC-DC interaction point.

The goal of this thesis is to understand the AC-DC interaction between inverter side 

Sri Lankan AC network and the proposed HVDC link during transient periods of the 

selected perturbed conditions. For this purpose, the complete work comprises of two 

parts.

1. Model HVDC link interconnected in between detailed Sri Lankan network 

and thevenin’s equivalent of Indian network on PSCAD software.

The system was modeled in this study as India feeds power to Sri Lanka 

rated 500 MW under 400 kV rated DC voltage. Power transmits in monopolar 

transmission mode. The power requirement is regulated by inverter master control. 

The control system of the complete model is the basic control system without 

additional supplementary control loops so as to check for the asymptotic stability of 

the AC-DC interaction.

2. Study the AC-DC interaction between inverter side Sri Lankan AC terminal 

and HVDC terminal.

As mentioned above the main objective of this thesis is to study about the 

power and voltage stability of the HVDC-HVAC interaction for different perturbed 

scenarios.

5



This thesis primarily considers the transient stability of the HVDC-HVAC 

interaction. For analysis, three main qualitative and quantitative tools were used in 

this thesis; Maximum power curve, Short circuit ratio and transient period of time 

domain analysis.

1.3. Thesis outline

The organization of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 1 (this chapter) provides introduction to the thesis. It is included here 

the literature review done on the basic factors of the HVDC industry. This literature 

survey is used to select the system conditions for modeling HVDC link for the study.

Chapter 2 comprises of modeling analysis of the HVDC-HVAC network on 

PSCAD/EMTDC software. Steady state mathematical modeling and each parameter 

selection is comprehensively analyzed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 is to introduce the AC-DC interaction with the tools which are 

using to evaluate the stability of the interaction in this thesis. AC-DC interaction 

primarily depends upon the AC system impedance and the AC system inertia. In this 

research work, it is only consider the system impedance influence on the AC-DC 

interaction as it consider only the transient stability period of the post-fault behavior.

Chapter 4 is analyzing the results obtained from the analytical tools described

in chapter 3.

Chapter 5 discusses about the modeling and simulation results in the 

Discussion section.

Chapter 6 gives the conclusion of the work done in this research study.

6



Chapter 2

Literature Survey
2.1. Introduction

HVDC interconnection is not a brand new technology to the world. It has 

been in the power transmission industry since 1945. However, the first commercial 

transnational interconnection was 20-MW, 100-kV undersea cable between the 

Swedish mainland and the island of Gotland commissioned in year 1954 [5]. When it 

becomes year 2010, the total HVDC transmission capacity in the world was 145 

projects with 140,000 MW which were in operation or under construction [6].

However, HVDC interconnection is a new concept to Sri Lankan power 

system although it’s not new to India. India has four electrical regions named as 

North, South, East and West. All those four regions are connected asynchronously by 

HVDC interconnections.

HVDC integration in to Sri Lankan pure AC transmission network needs to 

be studied thoroughly. The study can be done in two aspects. They are performance 

analysis of the AC-DC interaction and impact on AC network electrical and 

mechanical parameters by the newly integrated DC link.

There are three publications that had been done upon the India- Sri Lanka 

HVDC interconnection so far. Rodrigo WDAS et al [7] had done modeling and 

transient analysis of HVDC bipolar link. They have studied about the dynamic 

behavior of the DC link and the AC systems in time domain. They have modeled the 

India and Sri Lanka power sources in thevenin’s equivalent models. Jowsick, 

A.J.M.I. et al had implemented this interconnection in VSC technology [8].
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They have studied about impact from the transients due to frequency 

fluctuation and country blackout on the HVDC transmission line's operations. The 

third publication which is related with this thesis is the modeling of HVDC 

interconnection on CSC technology with detailed inverter side AC network and it 

studied about the impact on AC-DC interaction inverter side [9].

2.2. Worldwide interconnections

2.2.1. HVDC Classic and Light projects

In total almost 140,000 MW HVDC transmission capacities in operation or 

under construction in some 145 projects around the world. ABB has been entrusted 

with orders for more than 70 of these projects with an installed transmission capacity 

of about 60,000 MW [6]. Figure 2.1 illustrates complete HVDC power production 

capacity from 1950 till 2010.

Cumulative HVDC MW 1950-Present
100,000

80,000

60,000

52
40,000

20,000

- •
1960 19701950 firmt-

2010

Fig 2.1: HVDC systems worldwide: Cumulative megawatts versus year
of commissioning [9]
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The complete projects list with the main data are available in “HVDC 

Projects listing” report, Prepared by IEEE DC and Flexible AC Transmission 

Subcommittee, D. Melvold. [10]

The figure 2.2 world map illustrates the worldwide distribution of the HVDC 

projects starting from the first commercial HVDC project in 1954 until projects 

commissioned in 2011, which administered by ABB [6].

61 HVDC Classic Projects since 1954 
14 HVDC Classic Upgrades since 1990 
16 HVDC Light Projects since 1997

Fig 2.2: ABB HVDC projects till 2011

In this report it is mentioning the special featured HVDC projects. The 

features selected with respect to the India- Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection main 

attributes. The specified features are,

■ Power transfer - 500 MW-600MW

■ Operating DC voltage - ±400 kV

■ Asynchronous Interconnection(only HVDC link without parallel 

HVAC interconnection)

HVDC Classic projects [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]:

■ Italy- Greece 500 MW
■ Kontek
■ Basslink
■ StoreBaelt
■ Fenno-Skan 500 MW

600 MW
600 MW 
600 MW
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2.2.2. India — Sri Lanka HVDC Interconnection:

The main data of the proposed India- Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection are as below. 

■ objectives -1. The interconnection would enhance the reliability and system 

security of both the countries.

2. The interconnection could facilitate the development of power 

exchange between the two countries.

- 500 MW

- 400kV AC (both sides)

± 400 kV DC, 50 Hz

■ Power Rating

■ Voltage Levels

H Proposed locations -

1. Madurai-Anuradhapura HVDC interconnection (MAI- HVDC)

2. Tuticorin - Puttalam HVDC interconnection (TPI-HVDC)

3. Madurai-Puttalam HVDC interconnection (MPI HVDC)

4. Madurai-Anuradhapura HVDC interconnection (MAI_BBDC) Back-to- 

back interconnection

E Proposed configurations - Bipolar, Monpolar, Back- to-Back

The above locations were proposed in year 2002 prefeasibility study. The map with

above proposed locations are shown in figure 2.3.

7;V-Co/e/o°" ■ ^

Calicut'■ i

Pondicherry
/ «■

MAI - HVDC 
MAI - B3DC\ Cuddalore~i ^Coimbatore.'

V r( TAJ '
Vti <

'•. i n I k .

' f\
^ ! / ®'TUtjcpiin

Trivandrum

K^RAkCochin MPI - H\"DC

■Tr™— SRI
LANKA

Gulf of 
Mannar K jr l

Laccadive
Sea [ TPI - HVDC

■>U1M

INDIAN OCEAN

Lfgeuit
Overhead Transinittiou Liue

Submarine Cable Transmission Liue ••••••mm

Figure : Indo-Sri Lenka Transmission Alternatives

Fig 2.3: India-Sri Lanka Transmission alternatives
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■ Prefeasibility Study background

This transnational interconnection was under consideration since mid-1970. 

The pre-feasibility study was conducted with the assistance of USAID in 2002 by 

Nexant Inc. In 2006 the review of the prefeasibility study was conducted by 

Nexant/power Grid Corporation of India with the assistance of USAID.

There were the bilateral discussions by Secretary, Ministry of Power and Energy Sri 

Lanka and Secretary Ministry of Power, India in Dec 2006.Cabinet of Ministers, Sri 

Lanka approved in principle in Dec 2006, to study the feasibility of power 

interconnection and to appoint a Steering Committee Co-Chaired by Secretaries of 

Power Ministries and to appoint a Task Force for technical, commercial, regulatory 

and legal aspects.

2.3. Technological Overview of Power Interconnection 

2.3.1. Core HVDC technologies

Two basic converter technologies are used in modem HVDC transmission 

systems. These two divisions are based upon the configurations of the three phase 

converter that use in the conversion process [16],

1. Current Source converter (CSC)- Figure 2.4

2. Voltage Source Converter (VSC)- Figure 2.5

i Constant
Voltage

Constant
Current

Constant
Current

Constant
Voltage

dD CSC cVSCL

Fig 2.5: Voltage Source ConverterFig 2.4: Current Source Converter

rti/ gS.)
I US.UVRY |
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2.2.1.1. CSC technology

All the details were cited from reference [17].

This is the conventional and matured technology that has been using since the 

first HVDC project. This modem HVDC transmission technology employs line 

commutated CSCs with thyristor valves. Such converters require a synchronous 

voltage source in order to operate. This technology is well established for high 

power, typically around 1000 MW.

According to the reference, Thyristor valves operate as switches which turn 

on and conduct current when fired on receiving a gate pulse and are forward biased. 

A thyristor valve will conduct current in one direction and once it conducts, will only 

turn off when it is reverse biased and the current falls to zero. This process is known 

as line commutation.

Fig 2.6: Conventional HVDC (CSC HVDC) with current source converters.

figure 2.6 shows the thyristor valve arrangement for a 12-pulse converter 

with 3 quadruple valves, one for each phase. Each thyristor valve is built up with 

series connected thyristor modules.

Line-commutated converters require a relatively strong synchronous voltage 

source in order to commutate. The three-phase symmetrical short circuit capacity
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available from the network at the converter connection point should be at least twice 

the converter rating for converter operation.

Line commutated CSCs can only operate with the ac current lagging the 

voltage, so the conversion process demands reactive power. Reactive power is 

supplied from the ac filters, which look capacitive at the fundamental frequency, 

shunt banks, or series capacitors that are an integral part of the converter station. Any 

surplus or deficit in reactive power from these local sources must be accommodated 

by the ac system. This difference in reactive power needs to be kept within a given 

band to keep the ac voltage within the desired tolerance. The weaker the ac system or 

the further the converter is away from generation, the tighter the reactive power 

exchange must be to stay within the desired voltage tolerance.

As the active power transfer varies, the corresponding changes in the reactive 

power produce AC system voltage fluctuations. The AC voltage drops cause 

additional reactive power consumption and further voltage reduction, which may 

lead to voltage instability. To prevent this instability, a minimum short-circuit ratio 

(SCR), defined as the ratio between the short-circuit power and converter power 

ratings, is required, which can be typically 2.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the reactive power demand, reactive power compensation, and 

reactive power exchange with the ac network as a function of dc load current.

Oa

[z§ 0,5-
Converter

Classic FilterShunt
Banks

Harmonic
Filters

*—II 0,13-x—cm—
♦ id

1.0
Unbalance

Fig 2.7: Reactive power compensation for conventional HVDC (CSC HVDC)
converter station

Converters with series capacitors connected between the valves and the transformers 

were introduced in the late 1990s for weak-system, back-to-back applications. These 

converters are referred to as capacitor-commutated converters (CCCs). The series
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capacitor provides some of the converter reactive power compensation requirements 

automatically with load current and provides part of the commutation voltage, 

improving voltage stability. The overvoltage protection of the series capacitors is 

simple since the capacitor is not exposed to line faults, and the fault current for 

internal converter faults is limited by the impedance of the converter transformers.

The CCC configuration figure 2.8 allows higher power ratings in areas were the ac 

network is close to its voltage stability limit.

AC

XA

Fig 2.8: CCC configuration

2.2.I.2. VSC technology:

DC power transmission by self-commutated semiconductor devices based on voltage 

sourced converters is known as VSC transmission technology in figure 2.9.

Fig 2.9: HVDC with voltage source converters.
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According to the reference [17] citations, HVDC transmission using VSCs with 

pulse-width modulation (PWM) was introduced in the late 1990s. Since then the 

progression to higher voltage and power ratings for these converters has roughly 

paralleled that for thyristor valve converters in the 1970s. These VSC-based systems 

are self- commutated with insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) valves or Gate 

turn off thyristors (GTO) valves and solid-dielectric extruded HVDC cables. The 

first HVDC VSC transmission commercial availability started from GTO and then 

secondly, IGBT changed the scene. Figure 2.10 illustrates solid-state converter 

development for the two different types of converter technologies using thyristor 

valves and IGBT valves. The latest development which is HVDC light expanding 

ranges development is illustrated in figure 2.11. The use of VSC has taken off in the 

past 10 years, and new applications are being announced frequently [16].

2000
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000

800
600
400 ------------ i z
200 -------/ ------------

o i I'rriff T-m-T-T
^ ^ ^ ^ jP ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

I"—Classic MW —Classic kV -—Light MW —‘Light kV

Fig 2.10: HVDC converter development.

750 A 1000 A 1500 ADC Voltage 500 A
135 MW 190 MW 290 MW90 MW+/- 80 kV
250 MW 360 MW180 MW 550 MW+-150 kV

370 MW+/- 300 kV

□ 2000Available

□ 2004Available

2006 - 2007Available

Fig 2.11: HVDC light extended range
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However, due to the higher cost of a VSC compared to a CSC on a per kW basis, the 

VSC applications are reserved for niche applications which could not be served by 

CSCs. As the cost of VSCs comes down, the number and variety of applications will 

increase due to the increased benefits offered by such converters. [16]

Two prominent manufacturers refer to the new technology of dc transmission using 

VSCs by commercial trade names such as HVDC Light (by ABB) and HVDCPLUS 

(the “plus” stands for Power Link Universal Systems) (by Siemens). [16]

The recent interest in this HVDC light technology has grown due to a number of 

factors. According to the cited details from reference [16], deregulation in the electric 

power industry, coupled with continued load growth and the difficulty of obtaining 

ROWs for new transmission lines, implies that existing transmission system assets be 

utilized efficiently and closer to their thermal limits. As the existing ac lines are 

loaded nearer to their thermal limits, losses will increase, power quality will 

deteriorate and network stability will be negatively impacted. This will necessitate 

modifications of existing transmission assets to increase power density on existing 

ROWs. An approach using dc transmission based on VSCs has the potential to aid in 

the solution to these anticipated problems.

HVDC transmission with VSCs can be beneficial to overall system performance. The 

points were cited from references [16] and [18].

• The figure 2.12 shows the active and reactive power operating range for a 

converter station with a VSC. The VSCs provide an independent control of 

both active and reactive power. This feature is very attractive in a city centre 

(with a significant number of underground ac cables) where reactive power 

control is both complicated and expensive to implement. Reactive power can 

also be controlled at each terminal independent of the dc transmission voltage 

level. This control capability gives total flexibility to place converters 

anywhere in the ac network since there is no restrictions on minimum 

network short-circuit capacity.
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• Operating point can be selected anywhere inside the area.

• Unlike conventional HVDC transmission, the converters themselves have no 

reactive power demand and can actually control their reactive power to 

regulate ac system voltage just like a generator.

Fig 2.12: Operating range for voltage source converter HVDC transmission.

• Compact, modular, standardized construction of the convertor permits a 

factory-tested station which can be rapidly installed/ commissioned on site. 

Furthermore, the station size can be expanded in a staggered manner to suit 

the system growth.

• The new XLPE (Cross Linked Poly-Ethylene) extruded polymer dc cables 

can fit into existing ac cable ducts or ROWs and can provide almost a 50% 

power transfer capacity increase at the same time.

• Avoidance of commutation failures due to disturbances in the AC network.

• No need of transformers for the conversion process.
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• Possibility to connect the VSC-HVDC system to a “weak” AC network or 

even to one where no generation source is available and naturally the short 

circuit level is very low.

• Self-commutation with VSC even permits black start; i.e., the converter can 

be used to synthesize a balanced set of three phase voltages like a virtual 

synchronous generator.

2.2.I.3. Comparison of HVDC Classic & HVD'C Light technologies

As cited from references [19] & [20], the differences between HVDC classic and 

HVDC light are shown in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Comparison between CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC

CSC-HVDC VSC-HVDCAttribute

Line Commutated Thyristor
technology
“HVDC Classic3”

Self-commutated 
technology 
“HVDC Light®4” 
“HVDC PLUS5”

IGBTAlternative names

Thyristor valves, 
commutation

IGBT, self-commutationgridConverter Technology

6400 MW, ± 800 kV (OH) 1200 MW,± 320 kV(cabie) 
2400 MW, ± 320 kV(overhead)

Max converter rating at 
present

Oil paper
Field joints (5 days)
Sea cable installation from 
special ship (3 available)

Extruded
Prefabricated land joints (1 day) 
Sea cable installation from

Technology Cable

barge (> 200 available)
20-24 months30-36 monthsTypical delivery time

Continuous ±0.1 Pr to ± Pr (Due 
to the change of polarity)

No reactive power demandActive power flow control

control Continuous control (PWM built 
in converter control) _______

DiscontinuousReactive power compensation 
& control (Switched shunt banks)

Typically < 1% Typically < 0.5%Scheduled maintenance
4-6%2.5-4.5%Typical system losses

Complex, limited to 3 terminals Simple, no limitationsMulti terminal configuration
Total loss of power transfer if
voltage drop is bigger than 10%.

Continued power transfer and 
dynamic voltage support during 
fault

Robustness at AC voltage 
drop
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UWVERSVTY OFHORATUWA, SRI U.**

Maximum power transfer can 
be 100% of short circuit 
capacity in AC network. Power 
can be supplied to blacked out 
network ____

AC network requirement Maximum power transfer 
limited to about 50% of short 
circuit capacity in AC network

Not needed (multi terminal
operation may require 
communication depending on 
configuration)

Needed for start and operationTelecommunication

Never blocked, operation
through 0 MW possible

Blocked below minimum powerOperation at low power

Can be done instantaneously.
No special sequence is needed. 
The sequence is needed. The 
polarity is unchanged and the 
current direction is altered

Power reversal Can be done in about one 
second by blocking the 
converter and start up again 
with the opposite polarity (the 
current direction does not

continuouslychange)
Can be built easily. High 
reliability since faults on the 
AC side are not sensed on the 
DC side and other stations are 
not affected. Seamless change 
in power flow without 
switching in any direction and 
without change of the polarity

Complex to build and operate in 
reality limited to 3 terminals. 
Reliability issue as commutation 
failure in one inverter will affect

Multi terminal operation

all inverters. Change of power 
direction requires switching.

Can be used as emergency 
power if one station is 
energized. If batteries are 
connected to the DC bus, full 
power can be fed into the AC 
system from both converters at 
a sudden power loss or shortage

Can be used as emergency 
power if one station is energized

Emergency power

valveRelatively high valve hall and 
normally relatively big outdoor 
AC yard

Very
arrangement. Low profile and 
indoor AC and DC yard.

compactDimensions

Above footprint (500 MW): 120 
x50xl1m

Above footprint (600 MW ): 
200x120x22 m

Phase angle control Pulse width control both active
and reactive power:__________

Control
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K > *

L
Pmax Prnin

Thyristor cannot be switched off 
with
automatically ceases to conduct 
when the voltage reverses. Line 
commutated 50/60 Hz

The IGBT can be switched off 
with a control signal. Forced 
commutation up to 2000 Hz.

control signal. Ita

Operation experience >20 years <5 years

2.4. Configuration and Layout of HVDC system

2.4.1.1. DC system Configurations

HVDC transmission systems can be configured in many ways to take into account 

cost, flexibility and operational requirements. There are 4 basic configurations as 

shown in figure 2.13.

HVDC Configurations
!'\\r : Back to bad

Vertpdbr

Fig 2.13: HVDC Configurations

1. Bipolar Configuration
2. Monopolar Configuration
3. Back to back Configuration
4. Multi terminal Configuration
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1. Bipolar lines -

Bipole
1r_ ’

DO'"*
<D=Si
=T_ChS 12-pulse groups y f=Q3= foS*

>1 f«r|h
tlacirodf

W t«l!l 
r etKTiairI

^ V COCOS 
3XCS 12-pulse groups y CO Turmoil

»UW>r Terrwji
W#t«on

T

Fig 2.15: Bipolar Transmission lineFig 2.14: Bipolar HVDC system configuration

n 2 poles and one positive with respect to earth and other negative. 

n Pole includes substation pole and transmission line pole.

■ The midpoint of bi-poles in each terminal is earthed an electrode line and an earth 

electrode.

■ Earth electrodes located about 5-25 km away from terminals. 

n Capacity up to approximately 3000 - 7000 MW

Remarks:

■ Most commonly used arrangement.

■ During fault on a pole the mode is changed to Monopolar with reduced power flow 

through one pole and return earth

For a fault on one pole controls will reduce direct current and voltage of the 

affected pole to zero in an attempt to clear the fault.

■ Normal mode of operation: Bipolar, with power flow through line conductors and 

negligible current through earth. ( Current flow out from the positive pole returns 

via the negative line)
Bipole, Metallic Return

1I
S <3> 
5Z <S>

Os L
<£> S

fa x X.
2 <2> 
2 GD

OS
Os

l
Fig 2.16: Bipole, Metallic Return configuration
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2. Monopolar -

Monopole, Ground Return 1$

<£> s 5MttaCVO0C

i,z-:-yy:sr^X
Fig 2.17: Monopolar HVDC system 

with 12-pulse converters.
Fig 2.18: Monopolar HVDC Transmission 

line

B One pole and return earth

D Earthing of poles via electrode line and earth electrode.

0 Earth electrode located away from terminal substation.

n The pole is normally negative with respect to earth

■ Capacity up to approximately 1500 MW.

Remarks:

n Power rating almost Vi of the rating of bipolar system

n Used for HVDC submarine cables.

■ Recent HVDC projects are all bipolar and earlier monopolar systems are being 

extended to bipolar

■ Simplest and least expensive systems for modem power transfers since only two 

converters and one high-voltage insulated cable or line conductor are required.

■ Sea electrodes have been used successfully in Figure 2.18 on several schemes for 

continuous monopolar operation, low resistivity sea water providing a permanent 

return path. The resistivity of sea water is in the order of 0.2 m compared with 10 

m for earth at an ideal land site or 100 m for fresh water.

■ Other arrangements of monopolar system is Monopole Metallic Return

Monopole, Metallic Return
I

T_E
Fig 2.19: Monopole, Metallic Return configuration
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■ For the area conditions such as, in heavily congested areas, fresh water cable 

crossings, or areas with high earth resistivity conditions, it is using the Monopolar 

Metallic Return configuration or low voltage cable is used for the return path and 

the DC circuit uses a simple local ground connection for potential reference only.

■ In applications with dc cables (i.e. HVDC Light), a cable return is used.

■ Since the corona effects in a dc line are substantially less with negative polarity of 

the conductor as compared to the positive polarity, a monopolar link is normally 

operated with negative polarity.

■ In some research papers it says that metallic return can also be used where 

concerns for harmonic interference and/or corrosion exist.

Monopole, Midpoint Grounded
XI

xz <$> f
r

xz <$> Terminal
«at*on

Ie*rti<A«
tut'Oo

I I

Fig 2.20: Monopole, Midpoint grounded 
configuration

Fig 2.21: Monopole, Midpoint grounded 
Transmission line

■ As an economic alternative to a monopolar system with metallic return, the 

midpoint of a 12-pulse converter can be connected to earth directly or through an 

impedance and two half-voltage cables or line conductors can be used. The 

converter is only operated in 12-pulse mode so there is never any stray earth 

current.

■ There are circumstances where the probability of line failure arising from 

environmental conditions is high, 2 monopolar towers have been used on separate 

rights -of-way although the system operates as a bipole.

■ A monopolar line can be operated using earth return with the connection to earth 

made via a ground electrode. However, ground electrodes have so far only been 

constructed for use in emergency conditions, being designed to operate only for a 

matter of hours, or in some cases for a few months.
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3. Back - Back Configuration -

Back-to-Back
I—I

<2>5 2<2> 
<5>5 XZ<5>

Fig 2.22: Back to Back configuration

■ Usually bipolar without return earth

■ Reference earth provided for protection, controls, and measurements. 

n Converter and inverter located in the same substation.

Q No HVDC transmission line

0 2 AC systems linked by a single HVDC Back to back coupling station. 

H Capacity up to approximately 1000 MW.

Remarks:

Q Provides asynchronous interconnection between 2 independently controlled AC 

networks and use AC lines to connect on either side.

■ Improves system stability

■ Power transfer can be in either direction depending upon control characteristics

■ Power exchange can be rapidly varied.

■ Very popular method of interconnection between adjacent AC networks.

■ Power transfer is limited by the relative capacities of the adjacent ac systems at the 

point of connection.

■ If there is a need to connect two nearby systems by HVDC, economies can be 

achieved by combining two converter stations in a back-to-back arrangement

4. Multi terminal Configuration
Multiterminal

1II
2 <$> 
2 <$>

2 <£> 
2<E>a

sz <n> ■ sz 
2 2a

Fig 2.23: Multi terminal configuration
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■ 3 or more terminal substations.
■ Bipolar
■ Some terminals feed power in HVDC bus, some receive power from HVDC bus

Remarks:
■ Recently introduced (1986)

■ Provides interconnection between the 3 or more AC networks.

■ Exchange between AC networks can be controlled accurately, rapidly.

■ System stability of AC networks can be improved.

The details above are cited from references [1], [8], [9], [10] and [20].

2.5. Control of HVDC converter and systems 

2.5.1. Functions of HVDC controls

In a typical two terminal DC link connecting two AC systems the primary functions 

of the DC controls are to [16]:

• Control power flow between the terminals,

• Protect the equipment against the current/voltage stresses caused by faults

• Stabilize the attached AC systems against any operational mode of the DC

link

Hierarchy of controls [16], [21]-

There is a hierarchical levels arranged in order of rank or decision making authority. 

The control functions are arranged in different hierarchical levels as illustrated in 

figures 2.24 and 2.26. Figure 2.25 illustrates the definition of the pole.

The hierarchical levels in the order of authority include in table 2.2.
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Ud2
Uac DC link 3V5 3

id
AC system 2AC system 1

Telecoms
◄- -►

i k

System control<■Master controls

Fig 2.24: Typical HVDC linking two AC systems

rcm.

dD ZS Valve group
>- Pole

Valve group

Fig 2.25: Identification of Pole and valve group 

Following block diagram is for the monpolar HVDC control in one terminal [21].

Current 
* control

^ Valve unit 
firing control

Pole
> control

Master
control

^ Converter 
unit control

TTFT t
Udi Id UacUdl Ud2 Valve yv--

firing * /\
pulses --------

Fig 2.26: Block diagram of HVDC control in one terminal
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Table 2.2- Hierarchical levels of HVDC control in order of authority

Hierarchical level Location and coverage Function
HVDC system control -Terminal of overall control 

-Entire HVDC transmission 

system comprising 2 or more 

terminal substation and 

lines. Includes

-Has authority over 

master control located at

each terminal station

-To provide orders for 

current orders to variousHVDC

telecommunication terminal substations to 

requiredachieve

functions.

Master control Terminal of overall control 

and remote terminal. Master 

control is located at leading 

terminal and trailing terminal

-Receives orders from 

HVDC system control

HVDC substation Substation control room -under master control 

-commands pole controls 

-To receive orders from

control Entire substation

substation control

Pole control -Each terminal substations 

-one for each pole

-To receive orders from

substation control

- To give orders to each 

of its converter unit 

control

-Control room of each 

terminal substation 

-respective convertor unit and 

its valves

-To control all the valvesConverter unit control

in the convertor

protective, 

control and monitoring 

functions in the 

respective control unit

-various

-Control room of each 

terminal substation

-To control and monitor 

respective valve
Valve unit control
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-respective valve -Under the convertor

control

-One unit for each valve

2.5.2. Control basics for a two terminal DC link [16]

LR£_/vwv^jxm
j k j i

Rectifier InverterZX xzVdr Vdi

Fig 2.27: Two terminal DC link

A two terminal DC link is shown in figure 2.27 with a rectifier and an inverter. The 

DC system is represented by an inductance L and a line resistance R; the value of the 

inductance L comprises the smoothing reactors, DC line inductance whereas the 

value of R includes the resistances of the smoothing reactors and the resistance of the 

DC line etc.

Using ohm’s law, the DC current Id I in the DC link depicted in the figure is given

as,

. _Cr.tr
£~ R

The power flow transmission of the DC link is therefore given by,

^ x U
From converter theory, in the case of a CSC the Vd-Id relationship for a rectifier is 

given by,

~r£i)

Vdr = Vdor cos a-Rerld

From converter theory, in the case of a CSC the Vd-Id relationship for a inverter is 

given by,

Vdi = Vdor cos p-RirId 

Or, depending on choice of control variable

Vdi = Vdor cos y-R(rld
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Using equations describing Vdr and Vdi for the case of a CSC, the DC line current is 

given by either one of two options depending upon the choice of the control mode at 

the inverter;

(Vdor c°sft - Vdoicos&)
tR + Rcr + R*)

or

(Vdorcosa-Vdoi cosy)
U = (R+Rc7-Rci)

These equations provide the equivalent circuits for the DC link, as shown in figure 

2.28.

}
Rcr “ R Rci

Vdr vdi
Vdoi cosPVdor cosa

"Rci
}

i l

Vdi VdoiCOsy-={=-

Fig 2.28: Equivalent circuit of DC link with inverter

Rcj = equivalent commutation reactance (j denotes i or r for inverter or rectifier 
respectively)

The choice of control strategy is selected to enable a fast and stable operation of the 

DC link whilst minimizing the generation of harmonics, reactive power consumption 

and power transmission losses [16]

Based on the above equations the characteristic control graph is implemented. 

Following is the complete characteristic control graph illustrated in figure 2.29.

The intercepting point of rectifier characteristic curve and inverter characteristic 

curve is the operating point of the HVDC system. Below shown is the characteristic
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graph that used for this thesis and the explanation is based upon the graph used for 

this thesis. As per the requirement, each characteristic curve part can be added to the 

particular rectifier and inverter characteristic curves as per the theory in HVDC 

theory references.

DC f 
voltage 

(pu)
minimum limit (CLA)

y minimum 

---limit (CEA)
CEC

f:
cccc

~ Aid
VDCL--^"

>
DC current (pc)

a inin-in-inverter

Fig 2.29: Control characteristic curve

Rectifier mode of operation
1. a minimum characteristic at rectifier (CIA) 

From converter theory it can be shown that,
Vdr = Vdor cos « - RcrId

X = per phase leakage reactance of each of the converter transformer

The line is shown in the above figure 2.29 by a straight line. The slope of this 

characteristic is the value -Rcr which is defined as the equivalent commutation 

resistance; a low value of R<.r-would imply a strong AC system, and the characteristic 

would be almost horizontal. The intercept of this characteristic on DC voltage axis is 

Vdor cosa. The maximum limit of the voltage Vd will be defined by the value of 

a =0°. i.e. when the rectifier is a theoretical diode converter with firing angle equal to 

In reality, a minimum value of about a = 2- 5 degs, is normally required to 

that the converter valves have a minimum positive voltage for tuning on.
zero.
ensure
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Once amin is reached, no further voltage increase is possible and the rectifier will 

operate at that mode. This mode is known as Constant ignition angle (CIA) [22].

2. Constant current (CC) characteristic -

The converter valves have limited thermal inertia, and therefore cannot carry a large 

current over their rated value for any extended period of time. Id constant current 

characteristic is a straight line as shown in figure 2.29 above.

Inverter mode of operation

1. y minimum characteristic at inverter (CEA) -

Vd: = Vdor^sy-Rirld

Above equation defines the characteristic at the inverter; although there are two 

possibilities, the minimum extinction angle (y) option is utilized generally. The line 

shown in figure 2.29 above defines this mode of operation. The slope of this line is 

usually more pronounces than the corresponding one for the rectifier due to the 

relative strength of the inverter-end AC system. This characteristic curve is referred 

to as Constant Extinction angle control mode (CEA).

2. Constant current characteristic (CC)

In order to maintain a unique operating point of the DC link, defined by the cross 

over point of the characteristics of the rectifier and inverter, a current margin of Aid 

is normal for the current orders given to the rectifier (Idor) and inverter (Idoi) i.e. 

Idor Idoi = Aid.

However, the current demanded by the inverter Idi usually less than the current 

demanded by the rectifier Idr by the current margin AI which is typically about 0.1 

pu; its, magnitude is selected to be large so that the rectifier and inverter constant 

current modes do not interact due to any current harmonics which may be 

superimposed on the DC current. This control strategy is termed the current margin 

method [22],
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If the AC side rectifier voltage decreases significantly, the DC current starts to 

decrease. Eventually, this causes the output of the CC controller of the inverter to 

decrease. The firing angle order given by the CC controller of the inverter becomes

than

firing angle order given by CEA controller of the inverter. Thus, the inverter will 

operate

CC control mode. The CEC (Current Error Control) give a smoother transition 

between the CC and CEA control modes. A small decrease in the rectifier AC side 

voltage will cause quite a large change in the operating point. By using the CEC a 

more gradual change in the operating point is possible [23].

less the

m

3. Voltage dependent current order limit (VDCL) -

This modification is made to limit the DC current as a function of either the DC 

voltage or in some cases, the AC voltage. This modification assists the DC link to 

recover from the faults. This limit is associated to low voltage conditions. Under 

these circumstances, it is desirable to reduce the maximum DC current available in 

order to reduce the reactive power demand and prevent commutation failures [16]. 

The characteristic is illustrated in figure 2.30.

Id

flow

>
Udhigh

Fig 2.30: VDCL characteristic 

If there is a fault in the inverter end voltage would decrease greatly, if the VDCL is 

not activated, power control mode will increase the current to keep the power 

constant. Increased current will increase the reactive power consumption of 

converter; it will increase the risk of subsequent commutation failures if the AC 

system is relatively weak.

VdUdlow
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If the DC voltage reaches the threshold value, current order is decreased down 

rapidly to pre-defmed lower value to prevent the consecutive commutation failure 

during inverter side AC fault [23].

4. amjn limit at inverter [16]

The inverter is usually not permitted to operate inadvertently in the rectifier region, 

i.e. a power reversal occurring due to say an inadvertent current margin sign change.

2.5.3. Control block diagrams

Following are the open loop control systems shown for each control characteristic of 

rectifier and inverter. Following are the transfer functions which were used in the 

control block diagrams.

1. Controller circuit

The controller is usually the PI controller [24]. When the measured current is 

larger than the ordered value, the PI controller acts to increase the firing angle 

a, thus decreasing the current to the ordered value and vice versa. The 

transfer function is,
K,

fC T — 
p S

If the converter is operating as rectifier the firing angle order is expressed as,
K< )« = -/reference 7nsasu.red

Inverter firing angle is derived as [25],
K.

& "F ^ )(fm5n:'ynam Fwwasurerf)

2. Measured circuit [24]-

The current is measured through a measuring circuit which can be 

represented by a first order circuit. The transfer function is,
G

1 *r Ts
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dmax
Rectifier current control [23] -

K;
Iref ► K. + —

? 5
* >ar

dmin
G

Imeaasured * 1-FTs

Fig 2.31: Rectifier current control block diagram

Inverter current control [23] fljmax

Ki> K-+ — 
y s

*(XiYref
t k

dimin

Yi

Fig 2.32: Inverter gamma control block diagram

Selection between CC and CEA control modes for the inverter [23]
A id

Ctmav

ftIdref ► k' -____-
? ' S

>
dec

dmin

1
G * Select 

Minimum
Idmeasured------ ►

1 -r Ts antrol dia CEC

dmax
j.

ft
- ^ + 7 d CEAYref

dmin

^mCaFig 2.33: Inverter gamma control and current control selection
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Figure 2.34 comprehensive total control diagram is extracted from the 

reference [23].
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Chapter 3

System Modeling

3.1 Introduction

The analytical modeling of HVDC systems is traditionally considered as a very 

difficult task [25]. Since the HVDC is a matured technology in the power industry, 

different analytical models have been developed for the stability analysis.

An important step in HVDC modeling is the development of CIGRE HVDC 

benchmark test system [26]. This test system was primarily used as the modeling 

basis in this thesis.

Other than that, there are similar models that have been developed for particular 

stability studies same like this thesis study. Reference [27] modeled AC network 

with generators in thevenin sources behind its transient impedances. Reference [25] 

provides HVDC-HVAC analytical models built for small signal stability analysis and 

verified the results with the CIGRE HVDC benchmark test system on 

PSCAD/EMTDC responses. Reference [25] also taken as a guidance for the 

modeling HVDC-HVAC network in this thesis.
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In reference [28] it has categorized the HVDC models. According to the level of 

modeling of DC line and DC controls HVDC models are usually categorized in to 

three.

1. Simple model

2. Response model

3. Detailed model

The simple model is using where do not have significant impact on the results of the 

stability analysis. The DC link is represented as constant active and reactive power 

injections at the converter buses or represented by the static converter equations and 

the interface between AC and DC systems is treated in a manner similar to power 

flow analysis.

Response model has more detail than simple model and less detail than detailed 

model. The DC line represents only by resistance and omits the effects by 

capacitance and the inductance of the transmission line. The pole control action is 

assumed to be instantaneous. This model provides a compromise between simulation 

accuracy and modeling efficiency.

Detailed model provides the detailed descriptions of the DC line and controls. The 

DC line represents by its resistive and capacitive effects and pole controls represents 

different control options such as constant current control, constant extinction angle 

control, constant direct current control etc.

This thesis modeled HVDC-HVAC detailed model for more accurate stability 

analysis on PSCAD/EMTDC software with the steady state response model features.

3.2 System condition selection for modeling

In the section 2.0 literature survey, there were several options available to implement 

this proposed HVDC interconnection in between India and Sri Lanka. For this thesis 

it is necessary to select the optimum choices of the main system conditions so as to 

make feasible the implementation. This section discusses the options selected under 

the following main system conditions.

1. Power transfer technology

2. HVDC configuration
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3 . Selection of terminus points of two AC systems power network 

1. Power transfer technology

There are two basic converter technologies in modem HVDC transmission systems 

namely (1) Current Source converter (CSC) and (2) Voltage Source Converter 

(VSC). Both technologies were compared and analyzed in section 2.3 

comprehensively. Both technologies have pros and cons. However, based upon that 

analysis, CSC technology was selected as converter technology for HVDC link 

implementation in this thesis. The selection Comparisons of two technologies are 

given in Table 3.1 [19], [29].

Table 3.1-Comparison of Two Conversion Technologies for optimum modeling purpose

VSC technology 
Light/Plus

Attribute CSC technology classic

350 MW,± 150 
kV(cable)

6400 MW, ± 800 kV (Overhead 
lines)

Max converter rating at 
present
(range for converter 
selection) (Narrow range)(wide range)

4-6%2.5-4.5%Typical converter losses

No formal recordsReliability/Availability provenReliability indexes
available present
50-7040-60 kEUR/MVAPer MW cost
kEUR/MVA
About 11 projects
by 2010________

More than 54 projects by 2010Technology maturity

Based upon the above table 3.1 comparison, it was decided that CSC technology is 

the optimum selection for the proposed HVDC interconnection between India and Sri 

Lanka. CSC technology is the matured, reliable and economical option available 

compared to the VSC technology.

2. HVDC configuration

There are 3 HVDC configurations available and the each configuration analysis is 

done in section 2.4. Following are the 3 configuration options available.

1. Monopolar configuration
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2. Bipolar configuration

3. Back to back configuration

For the HVDC implementation it was selected monopolar technology to transfer 500 

MW power over one transmission line because, according to the reference [30] it is 

proposed in first phase to implement 500 MW transfer through monopolar HVDC 

link. Therefore, it is selected the monoploar configuration in this thesis.

3. Selection of terminus points of two AC systems power network

According to the section 2.2.2, there are 4 alternatives that have proposed for india- 

Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection.

1. Madurai-Anuradhapura HVDC interconnection (MAI- HVDC)
2. Tuticorin - Puttalam HVDC interconnection (TPI-HVDC)
3. Madurai-Puttalam HVDC interconnection (MPI HVDC)
4. Madurai-Anuradhapura HVDC interconnection (MAI_BBDC) Back-to- back 

interconnection

In reference [30], the cost based analysis has done and following is the table 3.2 

extracted from it.

Table 3.2: Investment costs for proposed HVDC configurations
Option Investment cost (USD-M)

116/153MAI-HVDC
153/175TPI-HVDC
138/156MP-HVDC

140MAI-HVDC

Based upon the above cost analysis, it was selected MAI- HVDC for the 

transmission line implementation in the model. According to that, Madurai- 

Anuradhapura HVDC interconnection (MAI- HVDC) comprises of following sub 

sections.
• overhead HVDC transmission line from Madurai to Dhanushkodi (200 km)
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• An under-sea HVDC (submarine cable) transmission line from Dhanushkodi 

to Talaimanar (30 km)

• An overhead HVDC transmission line from Talaimanar to Anuradhapura 

(150km)

3.3 Steady State mathematical Modeling

This single- infeed HVDC interconnection is modeled as India is feeding scheduled 

500 MW power to Sri Lankan network at New Anuradhapura bus-bar under rated 

400 kV DC voltage. The modeled complete system is illustrated in figure 3.1.

3.3.1. Assumptions

For the modeling and analysis purpose, this study made the following assumptions.

• Master control is at the inverter terminal

• 400 kV is inverter terminal DC voltage

• India feeds 500 MW to Sri Lanka

• Transformer reactance (Xc) is 0.18 pu.

• Tap changer of transformers is avoided and has constant transformer ratio
• At the steady state operating point, rectifier firing angle is 20° and inverter 

extinction angle is 18°.

• Governor action is neglected

• Rectifier AC bus is an infinite bus

All the parameters of the modeled system were derived using mathematical 

differential and algebraic equations extracted from references [21], [22], [27], [29], 

[31], [32], [33]. Each equation is mentioned at the relevant modeled sub system.

In the equations labels r and i denote rectifier and inverter quantities respectively.
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220 kV 
Indian AC BB220 kV 

SL AC BB

¥500 MW*
Idcr Idci

VLu

::

A 7=1801t |±}KID—
\dD—

VLLr a=20° R

-GD+
-GD-H

400 kV

b: 1a: 1

Figure 3.1: Modeled HVDC network

3.3.2. Converter transformer parameter calculation

A 12-pulse converter has 2 six-pulse converter bridges connected in series; one 

supplied by a star-star transformer and the other by a star-delta transformer, in order 

to provide 30° phase shift for 12 - pulse operation. The reactance is taken as 0.18 

p.u. To limit the fault surge current in the thyristor valves to an acceptable level, a 

transformer reactance is specified as 15% in reference [34]. However, in the first 

benchmark model for HVDC control studies has used transformer reactance 18% 

[26]. Hence, for this study, it is used, 18% as the transformer impedance. HVDC 

converters are usually built as 12- pulse circuits. This is a serial connection of two 

fully controlled 6-pulse converter bridges and requires two 3-phase systems which 

spaced apart from each other by 30 electrical degrees. The phase difference 

effected to cancel out the 6-pulse harmonics on the AC and DC side.
are

3.3.2.I. Inverter Transformer steady state parameters calculation

DC power to be delivered = 500 MW 

DC voltage level at inverter busar = 400 kV 

Rectifier firing angle, a = 20°
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Inverter extinction angle, y = 18° 

DC rated current IdcHdcr

500 MW
Idci = 1.25 kA

400 kV

rms value of transformer secondary side line current (valve side)

IlLi “ rz * I dci
V 3

_ V 2 5
”7! X4

Line voltage (valve side) of inverter transformer = Vm

kA = 1.0206 kA

MV A of each transformer = STi = V 3 X VbLi x llLi = Base MV A

5rf = V3 X VLLi X ILLr = 1.768 VLU

_Ylm_Xml
1.768

= 0.56577^Base impednace Zbase i
sTi

Transformer leakage reactance (Xl) = 0.18 pu = 0.18 X 2bass t

= 0.18 X 0.565717U, = 0.1018l'Uj

400 kV = 200 kVVoltage across 6- pulse bridge
2

Udr = Udro cos(a) - IdrRcj

3 X ^dci X ^Li
200 = 1.35 VlLi cos(y) -

TZ

3Xl25X0.101SV2.tf= 1.35 VLLi cos(18°)
•T

= 1.28393 VLLi - 0.12152 VUi

= 1.16242 VLLi

VLLi = 172.06 kV
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= 304.2 MVARating of the inverter transformer, STi

Turns Ratio

transformer = b = 220/ R /'172.06 V 3

transformer =b = 220/' ,-/172.06

3.3.2.2. Rectifier Transformer steady state parameters calculation

Cable resistance =5/2

Voltage drop = ldci X i? = 1.25 X 5 = 6.25 ftR 

Cable loss (Pcabie) = Qa * R = 7*8125

DC power to be delivered (PdCr)

Rdci 1 RcablePdcr

= 500 -f 7.8125 = 507.8125 MW

DC voltag level (Vdcr)

Kfcr = Vdci + V,drop

= 400 -f 6.25=406.25 kV

DC rated current (Idcr)

rdCT = ^ = 1-25 kA
*''dcr

rms value of the secondary line current (valve side) (Illt)

V2
hlr = ^ X her = 1-0206 kA

,V 3

Line voltage (vlave side) of the rectifier transformer =VLLr 

MVA of each transformer (Sjr)

5rr = \r3XVl = Sase MVALLr *
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= V3 X VLLr X 1.0206 = 1.768l*£ir

Base impedance = Zbase

^ base 0.5657 l^r

Transformer leakage reactance (Xl)

Xjr = 0.18 pu

= 0.18 X O.S6S7VLLr

406.25
= 203.125 kVVoltage across 6- pulse bridge

2 2

■3 X Ifjcr X XirVdcr = 1.35 X VLLr X cos (a) -
2 7T

406.25 = 1.269FUr - 0.12151k,
2

203.125= 1.147lkr

Ik, = 177.08 kV

Transformer rating (Sir)

STr = 1.768 X 171.18

= 313.08 MV A

Turns Ratio

y/a transformer = a =J^220/^J 

Yfy transformer = a=|*220/^j/

/177.08

177.08

3.3.3. Rectifier side AC network
The Indian network is represented by the thevenin’s equivalent voltage source. The 

modeled thevenin system is comprehensively illustrated in figure 3.2. The assumed 

strength of the Indian network is 5 for steady state modeling purpose. The strength of
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the system is given in terms of the Short circuit ratio SCR levels as shown in table 2

[22].
Category AC 

system
SCR
range

ESCR
range

Weak < 3 <3
Intermediate 3to 5 2 to 3
Strong >5 >3

Table 3.3: Selection of AC system strength based on SCR

In this research paper it is assumed that Indian network is intermediately a strong 

network. SCR mentions how strong the AC system is relative to the HVDC link.
F-L/ac

Iacr

+i<5y-
source

&ac* 1
Xf

Figure 3.2: rectifier side schematic diagram
Eeq

XLr<5> |e„*
lacr

Figure 3.3: Equivalent network of above Indian network

J
Figure 3.4: Thevenin’s equivalent impedance of Indian network

The equivalent Indian voltage source modeled on PSCAD is shown above figure 3.4. 

The algebraic diagram of the network is represented in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Algebraic diagram of Indian network

To represent rectifier side AC network, this paper uses R-R-L impedance type as the 

equivalent thevenines network. Reference [26] uses that type for the stability study 

purpose. Accordingly, in this research paper, it uses R-R-L type (R1 +R2//L) for the 

modeling of the AC equivalent at the rectifier side for stability analysis purpose. 

According to the reference, the R-R-L type sometimes uses to obtain more easily the 

same impedance angle for the fundamental and the 3rd harmonic (in this thesis 84° 

for reference [26]). The maximum impedance angle should be in 75-85 

degrees range [35]. This thesis, assumes 84 degrees as the maximum impedance 

angle at the rectifier side same as for the reference [26]. The calculation is derived 

from reference [25]. The requirement is to find ES0Urce voltage.

same as

MV A
SCR =

P«c

MV A = SCR X Pdc 
= 5 X 500 

= 2500

MV A
xi

_ - 220s 2500 —-----
xi
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X — X a X \2 n aclacr ^dc

Rj:y.l£Cy.7Zcos pac = COS CC ~
6v3 X Eac

6Vl Eac = 3V2“ Eu

Ell= Line to line rms AC voltage

pac = angle between the AC current Iac and the AC voltage Eac for rectifier

3^Rc = = equivalent commutation resistance

xc = equivalent transformer reactance at fundamental frequency

Eb = Uxl X \XL\ = voltage drop across the AC system equivalent

XL = thevenin impedance

xrxXf
XL = \xLU< = (.Xr+Xf)

A.= ?- P

£ = constant

A = Eb voltage phase angle

|Eeq |2 = \E„I2 + 2\Eac\\E„\cosl. + IEb\2

xf
Eeq= E X 7-----i----r

Eeq = thevenin voltage

= constant voltage source of rectifier side

source

Esource
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Table 3.4: Rectifier thevenin network parameters
System data used for the calculation Final Parameters calculated

SCR = 5 R1 = 1.758 Q
Vac = 220 kV L = 0.07602 H
Idc= 1.25 kA Esource= 244.76 kV

aac= 177.08/220/V3

a =20°

Eac = 220/V6 kV

Xc = 0.18 pu

t = 84u

R2 = 2160.633 Q

3.3.4. Sri Lankan model

Proposed transmission network for 2017 AC power system for HMNP (Hydro 

Maximum Night Peak) [36] as a case study for the model. Modeled AC network is 

shown in figure 3.6 below. It was modeled only with the 132 kV and 220 kV 

transmission network. Transmission lines were modeled as Bergeron model [37]. 

The loads were modeled as constant impedance loads for the stability studies [38]. It 

modeled as transformers are not saturated. The synchronous generators modeled 

with the simplified exciter characteristics since the generator excitation systems 

respond is important in maintaining transient stability [39]. As the actual power 

system, it used the relevant DC exciter or AC exciter or the static exciter for the 

relevant power plant generator modeled. It was taken that synchronous generators 

has one field coil on d- axis and one damper coil on q- axis. The governors did not 

added to synchronous generators since governor effect on transient stability of the 

AC network is negligible [40]. Therefore, the power output of the generators is 

constant under ail conditions of change of load angle and speed. This research study 

primarily focused on the transient stability of the AC-DC interaction on inverter side.

was

! !-;"i5flRv i
% lmvA,
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3.3.5. Filter circuit design

For this study the reason for selecting the 12 pulse converter system instead of 6 

pulse converter system was the less harmonic filtration with cheaper filter system. 

The 12- pulse converter system generates characteristic harmonics of the order of 

11th, 13th, 23rd, 25th, 35th, 37th, 47th, 49th and so on. [33]

Vph C oVphC L R 
|_||__/wv\_yw\_|

RFigure 3.7: Low pass filter & High pass Filter diagrams 

The single tuned low pass filters are used to filter out 11th and 13 th harmonics. The 

high pass filter is used for 23rd and above harmonic filtration. The filter circuits are 

illustrated in figure 3.7. The required quality factor and tuning factor were selected as 

per the requirement of the design [41]. Capacitor cost and inductor costs were 

extracted from reference [42] for the calculations.

u 11-

3.3.5.I.11th harmonic

VphC L R
|__ ||__ /WV\_^W\___ |

Figure 3.8: Low pass filter components 

Filter impedance

i •

Z = R2 t
N

Rated power of the converter 

f*dn == * Jdn

reactive power =

Pn=400* 1.25=500MW

*c X ldc X «= cos a —CO spac
6V3 X Sac-

COS (pac)= 0.867
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Pac angle between the AC current Iac and the transformer primary side AC voltage 

Eac for rectifier

Full load fundamental AC line current = IL 

Il = pa n 500
= 1.513kA3Vcos pac 3V0.867X—

vs

11th harmonic current from one bridge of the converter
_ 1513 = 68.77.A

11x2

B
k = A.S + -s
k = cost (k$)

S = size (Mvar)

A,B constants (k$/Mvar and kS.Mvar respectively)

Uc , Ul = unit cost of capacitor and inductor respectively 

h = harmonic number

A = Uc + % = 20c -r = 20.37 X 105RsfMVar 
k* 11*

B = V* X llf X (Uc 4- U,J

f 220\2 6B.77“X65
l V3 ) X 11 X 10"6 X 10s

= 45.086 X 106 RsMVar

I450.86X1Q5 
20.37 X 10s5 — Imin. yf

= 4.705MVar/ph is the size for minimum cost.

Capacitance C
4J05Xltt*

r = ■Snu* —_____________ ______
314.16x(^i)~xl«>6

= 0.928JLIF

10s = 0.0902 if
CChtJ.y2 0.928 X(11X314.16)=

001= 27lf

VI = fundamental voltage
Q = quality factor of inductor or sharpness of tuning of filter

Finding Optimum Q for impedance angle (Dm) of the rectifer AC network

0 = 84°
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8— deviation of frequency from tuned frequency 

5m = maximum value of 8

For each tuned filter branch, there is an optimum value of Q, depending on the 

assumed values of maximum frequency deviation 8m and maximum network 

impedance angle Dm.[42]

Optimum Q for impedance angle 85° is, rr- as derived from the refemce [42],

8m is taken as 0.02 

q — £±E = 27.5

Resistance of the filter

0.0902
-\J 0.S2SX1CT5 = 11.337 n

27.5

13th harmonic filter also calculate in the same manner.

3.3.5.2. Second order HP filter

C LVph c

11'

R
Figure 3.9: High pass Filter components

Filter impedance

fi+j_\_1
\R 1

1
Z jcoC 

Defining following quantities

Resonant frequency
1

C0^7Tc
Per unit frequency

/=-
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Characteristic impedance xn — ' -
0 S*

Qualitiy factor Q = —̂
0

HP filter for 23rd and above harmoincs filteration. 

0Jr = 23 X 50

For 2nd order HP filter, the quality factor is in the ragne of Q = 0.7-1.4, and have 

capacitive reactance at fundamental frequency and low predominanlty resistive, 

impedance over a wide band of higher frequencies [42].

Selected Reactive power requirement for HP filter =100 MVar
100/3c = = 6.57 7 pF

wJV x2nx50

106
L = — = 2.912 mH2c os>r (2n:xS0x23)2x6.377 

£ = DC I2..912X101
R = Q X x, = Q X = 21.04/2

6,577

3.3.5.3. Shunt capacitor design

Reactive power at rectifier side converters = 540 X 0.6

= 324 MVar

Total reactive power supply by all shunt filters and capacitors 

Qnth + Qi3th +Q hp + Qc= 324 MVar

4.705 V3 +3.67V3 +100 + Qc = 324 MVar 

209.5

= 13.778 p.F
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Table 3.5: Rectifier side shunt filter & capacitor parameters
Rectifier side calculated parameters

R CL
11m harmonic filter

13111 harmonic filter
11.337 n 0.928pF0.0902H

12.3 Cl 0.0828 H 0.724pF
HP filter 21.04 Q 6.577pF2.912mH

Shunt capacitor 13.778 pF

Table 3.6: inverter side shunt filter parameters
Inverter side calculated parameters

R L C
11th harmonic filter 11.910 0.8836 pF0.0948 H

13 th harmonic filter 12.92 Q 0.689 pF0.087 H

HP filter 21.04 0 6.577 pF2.912 mH

3.3.6. DC line design

The DC line comprises with 150 km and 200 km long two overhead lines and 50 km 

long submarine cable. However, due to some limitations the existing blocks for 

overhead lines and cables couldn’t model altogether. Therefore, the overhead lines 

were modeled as two resistors and submarine cable modeled with the cable block in 

PSCAD library. Modeled DC system is illustrated in figure 3.10. The overhead line 

parameters were derived from ACSR Moose conductor [43]. The submarine cable 

parameters were derived from mass impregnated cable with 1500 mm2 where used the 

same cable for the similar interconnection built between Tasmania and Australia [44].

smoothing reactor
.... iVY\.

C|smoothing reactor
.........JYY\_ $ubma_cable—-A/VV 

■ 0/H line

Figure 3.10: DC transmission line with smoothing reactors 

3.3.7. DC smoothing reactor
The smoothing reactor is an essential part of the DC transmission network. It is 

always connects in series with each pole of each converter station. These reactors

■AA/V
0/H Line
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ensure that overcurrent transient occurring during an inverter commutation failure or a 

DC line fault is

derived from the reference [41].
kept within limits acceptable to the valves [34]. The calculation is

Ucos/?n = cosyn - —
hz

- 2/.2(cosym - cos(P - 1)) - 2/d

l-l-Vrr-At =
360/

&vm
hi ~

v 31^=peak line voltage on secondary (valve) side of the converter transformer

AV = rated voltage per bridge 

Yn = operating extinction angle

Ym = the minimum extinction angle to be permitted as a result of DC voltage 

Pn = normal ignition advance angle 

Ld = DC reactor

Table 3.7: DC smoothing reactor parameter

Calculated parameterSystem data used for the calculation
Ld = 0.705 HYn=l^

Id= 1.25 kA

Ym = °[2]

f= 50 Hz
AV = 200 kV
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3.3.8. HVDC control system 

3.3.8.I. Master control

This system is modeled as manually set the power order. It is assumed in this study 

that the master control is at inverter terminal. So the manually operated power order 

values at inverter master control are notified to rectifier side slave control system to 

change the firing angle as required.

3.3.8.2. HVDC characteristic curve

The figure 3.12 illustrates the HVDC control characteristic curve modeled for this 

study. The complete description of the HVDC characteristic curve modeled in this 

thesis is presented in section 2. 5. 2. The measuring circuit transfer function (used in 

each control block diagram) parameters were derived from the reference [45]. 

Rectifier characteristic curve comprises with constant ignition angle (CIA) curve and 

Constant current control (CC) curve. For the CIA curve, the rectifier firing angle a 

was taken as 5° which is the minimum value of a (amin) for rectifier side converters to 

ensure that the converter valves have a minimum positive voltage for turning on [42]. 

The CIA characteristic curve and CC characteristic curve mathematically is shown in 

below equations 12 respectively.

Udro COsfoCjjuj,} ^dr^cr 

ti^ro cos(oc)

Inverter characteristic curve comprises of Constant Extinction Angle (CEA), 

Constant Current Control (CC), Voltage dependent current control (VDCL) and 

Maximum alpha control mode. CEA curve and CC characteristic curve mathematical 

representation is shown in equation 13 respectively.

Udio cos(lrar.) — ^dr^ci

Udi0 cos(y) — Od “

Simplex
*

------- )* >? —■--------■,
|X| sT/ obj tv *

O
Optimum Run P

Figure 3.11: Rectifier Current controller optimizing block diagram
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At the steady state condition, the rectifier and 

point in the characteristic 

inverter operates at 18°.

inverter operate at the interception 

curve. At the interception, the rectifier operates at 20° and

DC + 
voltage 

ipu)
%»=5C (CIA)

a = 20:
7^=18C 
(CEA)

1.0

0.6
VDC

0.15

£,=90*
►

0.9 1 I;j DC current (pu>

Figure 3.12: Characteristic curve of the modeled system
0.4

3.3.8.3. Controller optimization

There are three controllers in operation [16] in HVDC system. They are Rectifier 

current controller, inverter current controller and inverter gamma controller. Before 

any test of the system, it is recommended to optimize all these three controllers [16]. 

For that it is necessary to tune up the controller parameters. In HVDC control 

system, it uses PI controller as its regulator. HVDC control system uses PI controller 

popularly because it is the simplest and robust controller for complex nonlinear and 

dynamic systems [24]. The objective of tuning the PI controller is to find the 

optimum proportional (P) and integral (I) parameters as it gives the correct response 

• as the set value. The relationship between the angle and the P and I parameters are as 

below.
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Rectifier firing angle [12]

Inverter firing angle [12]

(** +?)(r0-r)

There is the facility provided in PSCAD to optimize the parameters by executing 

different algorithms. The PSCAD block diagram modeled to tune up the P &I 

parameters is illustrated in figure 3.11. This paper used simplex algorithm to find the 

optimum P and I parameters iteratively. The used optimum performance index is 

integral square error (ISE) which shows the mathematical representation below

ISE =J*e(t)2dt

T is the simulation time which is longer time than settling time [24]. In the 

optimizing process, it finds the parameters P and I that minimize the above objective 

function. The simplex optimum run control block for rectifier side current controller 

configured [46] as shown in figure 3. The objective function is the square of the 

error between current order and the measured current at rectifier side.
was
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Chapter 4

AC-DC interaction

Integration of DC part in to the AC system makes the interaction more complex. 

The relationship between HVDC link and the AC system which is connected to, can 

be considered in two categories. [34]

A. Dependency of line commutated converter upon the stiffness of the terminal 

voltage

Out from the two basic technologies of current source converter (CSC) and voltage 

converters (VSC) which are using in modem HVDC transmission, this work 

is selected CSC technology. The type of valve commutation used for the study is the 

basic natural commutation technique (line commutation technique). [16].There is an 

inherent weakness of the selected natural commutation technique. It is that, the 

commutation is depending upon the stiffness of the terminal AC voltage. [47]

source

B. Active power and reactive power delivery between AC system and DC system

If the DC link power transmission is relatively large compared to AC network there 

is a significant influence on both AC system and DC power transmission. .

The AC-DC interaction can be analyzed using the above mentioned two aspects; AC

and active/reactive power delivery in between the 

depending upon the strength of the AC network.
terminal voltage stiffness 

interaction. Both of them are
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The strength of the AC system is determined by following two factors [34].

AC system impedance 

2. AC system inertia

1.

The AC system is defined as weak from two aspects [48]. 
1. AC system impedance may be high relative to DC power at the point of 

connection

2. AC system mechanical inertia may be inadequate relative to the DC power 
infeed.

The interaction between AC and DC systems becomes more pronounced as 

the impedance of the AC system, as seen from the convertor AC terminals, is 

increased for a particular DC power. It follows that even a relatively small DC link 

connected to a point of the AC system having high impedance may have 

considerable effect on the local AC network, even if the latter may be part of a large 

AC system [48].
As the commutation of the thyristor valves depend upon the stiffness of the 

AC voltage, the converters cannot work properly if the connected AC system is weak 

[47]. If the AC system impedance is high, then the system is considered as weak 

which leads the AC voltage to be sensitive to power variation of the DC link [47].

If a system receives all or most of its power from a DC link, the inertia of the 

receiving system may be inadequate, so that upon the interruption of the DC infeed, 

due to any cause, the system voltage may decrease to unacceptably low values [48].

The aspects related to AC-DC interaction are needed to be carefully analyzed using 

dedicated analyzing phenomenon. There are several ways to study about the AC-DC

voltage and frequency instabilities; harmonic resonance- 

sub synchronous torsional interactions; temporary overvoltage
interaction as, power,

related instabilities;
and recoveries from AC and DC faults [48]. The phenomenon that is of commonly

f HVDC-HVAC system interaction is voltage and powerutilized in planning stage o 

stability.
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In relation to the AC voltage stiffness and active/reactive power delivery 

the interaction, there are several tools to

voltage and power stability of AC-DC interaction. Following are the extracted tools 

which have taken in to consideration in this

1. Short circuit ratio

2. Maximum power availability

3. Time domain behavior

in between

measure quantitatively and qualitatively the

research study. [43,50, 51].

4.1. Short Circuit Ratio (SCR)

SCR is an indication for how strong is the AC system in relation to the 

HVDC link [21]. The higher the system impedance and the lower the system 

damping for a given HVDC inverter, it is the greater the effect of the inverter mal- 

operation on the AC system [34]. In practice, the SCR is used as an indicator to 

compare relative strength of the AC system with the rated capacity of the HVDC link

[21].
In SCR definition, it is the ratio of the AC system short circuit capacity Vs. the DC 

rated power of the HVDC link [48]. The definition is more comprehensive by figure

4.1.

AC bus PdGD-x-

o-+

XX
■

SCR \

Shunt capacitorFilter

ESCR
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Fig 4.1: Defining SCR and ESCR

Short circuit level of AC system (MVA)SCR --
DC power Pd (MW)

SCR = —

S AC system 3 phase symmetrical short circuit level at convertor terminal AC bus 

bar with 1.0 pu AC terminal voltage 

Pd = Rated DC power

The Short circuit level (SCL) of an AC system is

VacSCL =
%ac

Vac = AC system voltage 

Zac = short circuit impedance

VicSCR =
Pd ^ -^4C

Shunt capacitors including AC filters connected at the AC terminal of a DC link can 

significantly increase the effective AC system impedance. To allow this, the effective 

short circuit ratio (ESCR) is defined as follows [48].

S-Q
ESCR =

P*

Q= value of 3 phase fundamental MVar in pu of Pd at pu AC voltage of shunt 
connected to the convertor AC bus bar (AC filters and plain shunt banks)capacitors
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SCR as a guide for planning HVDC link -

AC system should have high fault level at 

equivalent impedance to
the terminal substation and low

ensure satisfactory operation of convertors and HVDC 

power flow. From the viewpoint of the HVDC system performance, it is more 

meaningful to consider the ESCR which includes all the filters and shunt capacitors 

etc [22,23]. For HVDC link, the AC system is classified as strong, intermediate or 

weak depending on SCR value [22,23]. Table 4.1 below is the categorizing of the AC

system strength with respect to HVDC link. This classification provides a simple 

assessment of AC/DC interaction problems.

Category AC 
system

SCR range ESCR range

Weak <3< 3
2 to 3Intermediate 3to 5

>3Strong >5

Table 4.1: Categories of AC systems based on SCR

4.2. Maximum Power Curve (MPC)
In reference [48], the Maximum power curve is simply defined as, the maximum 

power that can be obtained by increasing DC current while not controlling the AC

voltage.
The general definition, as defined in reference [48] is shortly stated here again.

For a given AC system impedance and other parameters of the AC/DC system shown 

in figure 1.37, there will be a unique Pd/Id characteristic, shown in figure 1.j8,
defined as in the following paragraph.provided the starting conditions are 

Additionally, it is assumed that Id changes almost instantaneously in response to the 

of a of the rectifier; for example due to a change m current order, 

quantities AC system emf, y (minimum) of the inverter, tap changers, AVR,
are assumed not to have changed.

change 

All other
and the value of shunt capacitors and reactors

considering the inverter power capability, it is also assumed that the rectifier 

the supply of DC current at rated DC voltage. Each
When
provides no limitation to
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subsequent point i calculated by steady state equations. These “quasi- steady state” 

characteristics give a good indication of dynamic performance.

The Starting conditions are defined to be as follows:
Pd = 1 .Opu, Ud=l .0 pu, and Id=1.0 pu

(Pd DC power, Ul— AC terminal voltage-i.e., converter transformer line-side 

voltage; Ud=DC voltage of the inverter; and Id=DC current)

ESCR

pdSCR •«-
<-

Qd

udr.sc
xc(Q_ Z Z0w

Qc O>u uLc
Figure 4.2: Simplified representation of a dc link feeding an AC system with 

shunt capacitors (Cs) and synchronous compensators (SCs) (if any) at 
convertor station bus-bars

MPC For y 
MAP Constant

Pd

1.0

IMAP

I LIMITkr
1.0.5

dc current curve for y minimumFigure 4.3: DC power-
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If the inverter is operating at minimum constant extinction angle y, the resulting 

curve will represent maximum obtainable power for the system parameters being 

considered. This curve is termed the Maximum Power Curve (MPC). Any power 

be obtained below MPC by increasing a and y, but power higher than MPC can be 

obtained only if one or more system parameters are changed-e.g by reduced system 

impedance, increased system emf, larger capacitor banks

can

, etc.
A similar MPC curve can be obtained for the rectifier at minimum constant a.

An MPC exhibits a maximum value, termed Maximum Available Power (MAP) as 

can be seen in fig. 2.2.

This is defined as the DC power corresponding to a direct current Imap where [49],
dP,

— 0
dld

The increase of the current beyond MAP reduces the DC voltage to a greater extent 

than the corresponding DC current increase. This could be counteracted by changing 

the AC system conditions-e.g. by controlling the AC terminal voltage. It should be 

noted that dPd/dld is positive for operation at DC currents smaller than Imap, the 

current corresponding to MAP; dPd/dld is negative at DC currents larger than Imap-

4.2.1. QMPCVsDMPC
The above definition of MPC curve is actually for the Quasi static maximum power 

curve
voltage magnitude remains constant throughout the analysis. Therefore, it represents 

the AC system by thevenin equivalent so as not to change the AC terminal voltage. 

The HVDC control and DC line dynamics are also neglected for computing QMPC

(QMPC). The crucial assumption of QMPC method is that the thevenin AC

[49].
The Dynamic maximum power curve (DMPC) is also the DC power P. as a function 

of the DC cunent I,. However, it is derived using dynamic time simulations with a

in this thesis, PSCAD/EMTDC software based ontransient stability program [51], 

the modeled dynamic system. There are two derivation approaches to operate the

system [51].
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1. Nominal-one DMPC

The system is initially in steady state under nominal conditions i 
pu. The synchronous machine terminal

i.e Id, Ul, Ud are 1.0
voltage is specified the same as that for the

QMPC case with these same nominal conditions, 
QMPC and DMPC would be

so that comparisons between the 

compatible. The DC current order is then ramped up
and down from nominal to the appropriate upper and lower value respectively. The 

DC power is computed from the corresponding DC current and DC voltage time
responses and the DMPC is thus obtained.

2. Nominal- zero DMPC

This approach is similar to above but with Id initially zero. Then the DC current order 

is ramped up to the appropriate upper value and the DMPC is similarly obtained.

According to the ramp rate, DMPC is categorized in to two.
1. Fast ramp rate - Automatic DC power order change
2. Slow ramp rate- change the DC power order by the operator manually

In this thesis, only the slow ramp rate is simulated and analyzed the nominal one 

DMPC.

4.3. Time domain analysis
This thesis objective is to analyze the post fault behavior of the HVDC-HVAC

Therefore, the transient period of the disturbance scenarios were
this thesis. It is said to be

interaction.
simulated and analyzed the time domain results in

in and maintain synchronism after a largetransiently stable if the system can regain 

sudden disturbance [39]. The general definition of the transient stability is applicable

for DC linked network as well [48].

4.4. Usage of the analytical tools 

The tools which are using in this 

planning stage of the proposed interconnection.

is research study provide useful guidance for the
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SCR gives the idea about the strength of the AC network with respect to the 
proposed DC power delivery. Higher the wipe of SCR, stronger the AC power 

system relative to DC power delivery. That ensures the satisfactory operation of
converters and DC power flow. SCR is not a constant for a given power system and

of the AC system strength 
based on SCR is provided in table 4.1. Through a comprehensive analysis of

different scenarios of the AC-DC interaction model, the required precautions for low 

SCR valued conditions can be predicted.

varies with the system impedance. The classification

MFC determines the power limits for the inverter or rectifier. The MPC (minimum 

y) is the optimum operational power curve. It gives the minimum cost due to the 

following factors [4]

• Minimum reactive power consumption

• Minimum ratings of valves, transformers and shunt capacitors

• Minimum generation of harmonic currents

• Minimum losses

The operating point of the inverter connected to an AC system having high SCR is 

will be well below MAP. The operating point is dynamic with respect to the system 

impedance. As impedance increases, MPC drops down to a new state and operating 

point is reaching towards the new MAP value. That cause to have a small margin for 

stable operation of the DC power delivery. The increase of current beyond MAP, DC 

voltage reduces the to a greater extent than the DC current increase which leads to 

reduce the DC power required. Through a comprehensive analysis of MPC for such 

scenarios, unsatisfactory situations can be overcome in the planning stage.

Time domain simulation for transient period gives the AC-DC interaction parameters

behavior with respect to time for particular perturbed seen 

results obtained by SCR and MPC tools which were using in this research work.

arios. This tool verifies the
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Chapter 5

Simulation Results, Stability Analysis & Discussion
5.1. Introduction

In chapter 4. AC-DC Interaction, it is mentioned about 3 tools which are using for 

the power and voltage stability analysis of AC-DC interaction in this thesis.
1. Short circuit Ratio

2. Maximum Power Curve

3. Time domain analysis

One tool itself is not giving a comprehensive analysis for the simulation results. 

Hence all three tools are using in this section to analyze the results obtained for 

simulations.

The results analysis is categorized in to the following sections as,

1. Steady state simulation results

2. System verification

3. AC system impedance increment

4. QMPC Vs DMPC of the system

5. Perturbed scenario results analysis
simulation would verify the designed system condition. The 

is verified by the system verification. Modeled
The steady state

accuracy of the modeled DC system
coherence with the reference models is 

. Fourth analysis comply the modeled system 

with the references. In fifth analysis, different

network AC system impedance behavior

shown by the third analysis category 

QMPC and DMPC behaviors 

perturbed scenarios
analyzed the results.andsimulatedwere
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5.2. Steady State simulation 

5.2.1. Time domain simulation

y te system was designed such that India feeds 500 MW at rated 400 kV 

DC vo tage. At the operating point of the control system, rectifier firing angle is 20° 

and inverter extinct,on angle is 18°. These parameters for steady state operation were 

verified by the time domain results obtained in figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Only the

DC voltage has a low value than the assumption due to the tuning problem faced 

during the system modeling.

results

results

°D600

500

400 .t

I 300- --- i--- I
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I
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Figure 5.1: Steady state DC power
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Figure 5.3: Steady state rectifier firing angle
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Figure 5.4: Steady state inverter extinction angle

5.2.1.1. DC voltage tuning in to 400 kV

Inverter side DC voltage was 350 kV for the designed network. Some parameters 

were tuned so as to gain 400 kV instead. The rectifier side AC source voltage and the 

shunt capacitance of the inverter bus bar were tuned up by trial and error method to 

gain the 400 kV of inverter DC voltage. This modification affected upon the rectifier 
firing angle by increasing into 22° and inverter gamma angle by increasing in to 20°.

5.2.1.2. Conclusion

These simulation results verify the PSCAD modeled HVDC network electric 

parameters with the proposed HVDC electric parameters which are using for the 

stability analysis. At rectifier firing angle nearly 20°, India feeds power and Sri 

Lanka receives 500 MW at 400 kV DC voltage nearly at 18° of inverter extinction 

angle.

5.2.2. Steady State Maximum Power Curve (MPC)

As per the definition, the MPC 
system voltage, y (minimum) of the inverter, AVR and the value of shunt capacitors

drawn under the following conditions. The ACwas

are constants
This curve is genmted by tossing and decreasing DC curreni. The AC voltage is

. The derived curve is illustrated

than that corresponding to MPA can be obtained,

is increased.

not controlled, but drops as the DC current increases

in figure 5.5. No power greater 
unless the AC voltage feeding the converters

fw\
5 kSiiARY §
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Figure 5.5: Steady state MPC and AC voltage profiles 

5.2.3. SCR calculation for steady state condition

According to the reference [48] the sub-transient impedance of generators, load 

impedance, transmission line impedance and transformer reactance were used for the 

calculation of SCR. For the calculation of ESCR, the admittance of shunt filters and 

capacitors were included in to the above SCR impedance values. The definition of 

SCR/ESCR is mentioned in section 4.1. As per the calculation, it can be seen that the 

inverter terminal AC network; Sri Lankan network is a strong AC network in terms 

of SCR. The result is verified by the table 4.1.
V2

SCR = ZxPd

Where; V = 220 kV, Z=16.26ft, Pd= 500 MW

2202
SCR = 16.26 X 500

SCR = 5.95
V2

ESCR = (Z + Zc) x Pd

2202
ESCR = 22.08 x 500

ESCR = 4.38
extracted from the reference [21] uses to compare the results 

and calculation. The calculated SCR for the network is

be considered as incline more

Following graph 5.6

obtained by the simulation
in to right side according to the

5.95 which can
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reference graph. It is 

curve for the steady state condition in below figure 5.6.
proved the accuracy of result calculated by the derived MPC

1.8- SCR = 1.5 (ESCB = 0.98)

Xc-0.15pj, y-16'
°C - Q<J- 0-54*j&n at uL -1.0 pu

1.6-
SCR-2.0's 
(1,46)

^ CB-pitme-) 
OCR-3.0's \

OCR-4.5”

1.4-

12-
GCR-43s

-j 1*0“nki6)
VV SCR-3.0B.rj

b 0.8- Kv\aP 1.5
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\0.4- / \ V
ii \
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A0.2- \DC Power 

— AC VoteW
0

o!2 oU o!e o!b i.b 1I21.'4 i!a i!s 2.0
DC Current (pu)

(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Comparison of steady state MPC curve with reference graph, (a) According to 

reference [22], (b) results obtained through the analysis

5.3. System Verification

Despite the steady state normal operation, the system should act stably under 

perturbed conditions as well. Several scenarios were simulated to verity that the AC- 

DC interaction performs stably under the system disturbances. Following are the 

disturbances create to proof the stable operation of the AC-DC interaction at inverter 

terminal side. The simulated results were compared with the time domain results in 

reference [16].

• Inverter side single phase fault for 1 cycle period

• Inverter side single phase fault for 5 cycle period

• Inverter side three phase fault for 5 cycle period
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5.2.1. Inverter side AC faults

Single phase fault for 1 cycle period and 5 

were applied at 14s and 15
cycle period were simulated. The faults 

s respectively. Let the faults sustained for 1 cycle and 5 
cycle periods respectively. DC power, DC voltage, Rectifier firing angle and inverter 

extinction angle behavior were observed in time domain.

5.2.L1. Single Phase Fault for 1 Cycle Period

Single phase fault for single cycle in AC-DC interaction is called single commutation 

failure since one phase voltage drop caused for the converter commutation process to 

be disturbed until the AC voltage resets. This commutation failure results in drop of 

DC voltage to zero. This causes to VDCL control action to limit DC current to the 

minimum value. However the DC power delivery becomes zero as DC voltage drops 

to zero during the fault period. After the fault is cleared the DC current is ramped up 

to the pre fault level according to the VDCL control action [16]. Figure 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 

and 5.10 illustrate the results. The comparison of the derived graphs plots with 

reference curves are illustrated in 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14.
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Figure 5.7: DC power at 1- phase one cycle fault
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Figure 5.9: rectifier firing angle at 1- phase one cycle fault
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Figure 5.13- Comparison of inverter firing angle at 1- phase one cycle fault

5.2.I.2. Single phase fault for 5 cycle period

The single phase fault for 5 cycle period is known as multiple commutation failures. 

The fault was applied at 14 S and fault cleared after 5 cycles. According to the 

reference [16] commutation failure caused the DC voltage and DC power to drop to 

zero and after certain time to increase and stabilize at the scheduled values. Figures 

5.15, 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 are shown below. The results comparison with reference 

graphs are illustrated in figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22.
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Figure 5.15: DC power at 1- phase five cycle fault
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Vd on the inverter side

Figure 5.20: Comparison of DC voltage at 1- phase five cycle fault
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of inverter firing angle at 1- phase one cycle fault

5.2.1.3. Inverter side 3- phase fault
At the inverter bus bar, it created a 3- phase 5 cycle fault at 15 S and observed same 

above parameter behaviors. Figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 illustrate them. The 

results comparison with reference graphs are illustrated in figure 5.27, 5.28, 5.29 and 

5.30.
The response for 3-phase fault shows the identical behavior of the single phase 5 

cycle fault. The VDCL controlling unit brings back the system to steady state as 

for the single phase 5 cycle post fault behavior.same as
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5,4. AC system impedance increment condition
The steady state SCR value of the i 

makes the inverter AC network
inverter side Sri Lankan network is high which

a strong network. The SCR value can be reduced if
the AC voltage of the inverter bus-bar is constant only by increasing the AC system 

impedance increment. Following simulation result shows the result of AC impedance 

reduction of the strong Sri Lankan network. This resulted in decrement of MPC 

The operation throughout is at DC currents having a 

lower- value than the current corresponding to MAP [48], For the same rated current

curve with the new MAP.

at 1 pu, the DC power delivers is lower than the rated 1 pu as shown in the simulated 

result in figure 5.31. This result is verified by the reference [48] graph illustrated in 

figure 5.32 below. For the same current order, it gives a lower power value at the 

increased impedance condition. In figure 5.32, the operating point drops from point 

A in MAP-1 to point B in MAP-2 due to impedance increment [48]. As can be seen 

the DC power delivery is reduced for the same current order value.
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5.3.1. Derived MPC curve accuracy verification
necessary to verifying the MPCIt is

curves accuracy obtained by the results of the 
simulation on PSCAD. For that, it is used here the 900 MW coal power plants 

tripping scenario. Under that scenario, the SCR value 

MPC curve using simulation results. Then it
was calculated and drew the

was compared with the reference [48] 
for MPC and SCR relationship shown in figure 5.34. The similarity between 

the curve derived and the reference curve for particular SCR values

curves

are more
pronounced in the comparison. As the impedance increases, the SCR/ESCR reduces. 

The effect on MPC curve is shown in figure 5.35 [49] to verify the result. As the 

SCR/ESCR reduces MPA reduces.

v2SCR =
ZxPd

2202
SCR =

30 x 500

SCR = 2.717

V2
ESCR =

(Z + Zc) x Pd

2202ESCR =
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Fig 5.33: MPC for 3 coal units unavailable
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Fig 5.34: MPC comparison with high SCR/ESCR-graph 1

Fig 5.35: MPA comparison with high SCR/ESCR -graph 2

5.5. QMPC Vs DMPC for the inverter side

From the simulation, it is derived the QMPC curve and DMPC curve as mentioned in 

the section 4.2.1 for same system parameter values. To derive QMPC curve

generator exciter effect disabled and the AC busbar voltage to keep in constant by 

rearranging generators in thevenin models in PSCAD. The DMPC curve derived for 

nominal one, slow DC current order ramping. The result is shown in figure 5.36.

be seen from the result, slow DMPC is lower than the corresponding QMPC, 

lower MAP. According to the reference [49], the reason for that is due
As can 

resulting in a
to the synchronous machine voltage control response to the DC current order ramp
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such that the thevenin AC bus voltage is maintained ideally constant. The reference 

[49] graph shown in figure 5.37 verifies the result obtained from the
simulation.
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Fig 5.37: QMPC and Slow DMPC reference graphs 

5.3.2. Perturbed scenario results analysis

Following are the perturbed scenarios which were simulated to examine the AC-DC 

interaction at inverter side.
1. Power order increment by 10%

2. LVPS 300 MW tripped

3. Sudden load rejection in AC network

4. Sudden DC load rejection

5. Transmission line tripped

6. Exciter effect on the interaction
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1. Power order increment by 10%

When DC power delivers 500 MW at 400 kV DC voltage and AC bus bar voltage at 
220 kV, power order was increased by 10% at 20 s. The SCR value of the network is 

The resulting DC power curve, DC voltage and AC voltage graph 

figures 5.39, 5.40 and 5.41 for the transient period after the 

applied. As can be seen while DC power output was increasing during transient 

period, DC voltage and inverter terminal AC voltage has reduced. The current order

5.1.
s are shown in 

current increment is

increment causes for inverter reactive power consumption to be increased. This 

causes for reduction in AC network reactive power consumption. Therefore inverter 

terminal AC voltage reduces as shown in the simulation result.

DC f 
voltage
(pu)

Ytma=18°
fCEA)

1.0
vd

0.6

0.15

*
0.9 1 Id DC current (j»)

Fig 5.38: Clarification for power order increment by characteristic curve
0.4

According to the following DC voltage equation, the DC voltage reduction as the 

current order increases can be explained In this equation except current order all 

other parameters are constant. As current order increases the DC voltage reduces as 

shown. . It is more comprehensive by the figure 5.38 control graph of the network. 

The reference [48] verifies the result by their own graphs shown in figure 5.42 during 

the period of 0.04 s - 0.1 s.
Udi = Gi (UiCosyi - RciId)
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2. LVPS 300 MW tripped
applied. The results ofAt 20 s, tripping of 300 MW unit of coal power plant

for transient period after the fault is applied are shown in the figure 5.43,

was

interaction
5.44 and 5.45. As can 
voltage reduced once the unit is tripped. After one generator is tripped, the system

be seen, DC power, DC voltage and inverter AC terminal
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impedance increased. This resulted in 

value also reduced as 

delivers to the i 

new reduced MPC

AC terminal voltage to be decreased. The SCR 

impedance increased according to the equation. DC power 

inverter terminal according to the unchanged current order and the

The reference [48] graph in figure 5.32 would verify the 

steady state high SCR system.

curve.
result of sudden increment of impedance for a
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Fig 5.43: DC power curve for 300 MW unit tripped condition
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4. Sudden load rejection in AC network

At Veyangoda grid 115.2 MW load dipping w„ applied at 20 s. simulation resnte 

are shown in figure 5.46, 5.47 and 5.48.According

voltage, DC power and AC voltage has increased. Sudden load rejection at 

Veyangoda grid in the modeled Sri Lankan network results for sudden system 

impedance reduction. Load disconnected scenario is resulted in MPC curve to be 

increased. This effected in inverter terminal voltage to be increased considerably and

DC power output to be increased. This behaves in the opposite way to impedance 

incremental behavior.

to the simulation results, DC
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5. Transmission line tripped

New Anuradhaura-New Habarana 

Simulated and obtained results 

seen

transmission line trip was applied at 20 s. 
are shown in figure 5.49, 5.50 and 5.51. 

that DC power, DC voltage and AC voltage at the i

increased. The result explanation is same as for the load rejection in AC network.

As can be 

inverter terminal bus bar has
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Fig 5.49: DC power curve for a transmission line tripped condition
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6. Sudden DC load rejection 

During the normal 
20 s

operation steady state condition, the 500 MW DC link tripped at 
and checked for the AC voltage and DC power

power becomes zero while AC bus voltage increases. The reason is to filtem and

the shorn capacitor were connected to the AC bus bar without disconnecting after the 

fault. The converter

becomes zero. The whole reactive

responses in time domain. DC

reactive power requirement reduces as DC active power

power generated by the filters and the shunt 
capacitor caused for the AC voltage increment [21], Consequently, the AC bus-bar 
voltage increased as DC power delivery to AC network reduced to zero.
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2. Exciter effect on the interact!ion

The Exciter effect was gained as fast exciter and slow exciter. To obtain the fast or

effect, the voltage regulator gam and time constant were changed. The values

were extracted from reference [49], The responses of the exciter effect on MPC 

analyzed.
were

• Exciter effect on DMPC

Fast to slower exciter parameters were used as [100, 0.15s], [100, 0.25 s] and [400,
0.25 s] respectively. The derived dynamic maximum power curves (DMPC) for 

steady state condition of the system under each exciter system for 3 x 300 MW
power plants are shown in below figure 5.55. The results depict that fastest exciter 

has the largest maximum available power (MAP) and value gets reduced 

exciter system is getting slower. The reason is that faster exciter maintains the
as the

thevenin AC bus voltage ideally constant so that DMPC relevant to fast exciter is 

higher than the slower exciter [49], Faster the exciter, DMPC curve gets closer to 

QMPC curve. The result is verified by the reference [49] explanation on fast/slow 

exciter effect on MPC.
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Chapter 6

Discussion
Objective of this thesis is to perform a stability analysis for the inverter side 

AC-DC interaction of the proposed India-Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection. To cater 

the objective, it was modeled the HVDC-HVAC detailed model on PSCAD/EMTDC 

software platform. The network was modeled for transient stability analysis. The 

definition of transient stability is applicable for HVDC-HVAC interaction as well. 

Therefore, the governor action for the AC generator was not included in to the 

detailed Sri Lankan network. As a consequence the inertial effect on the AC-DC 

interaction could not be studied in this thesis, which does effects on the strength of 

the HVAC system. Since line commutation converters require relatively strong AC 

voltage in order to commutate, AC system strength is the major factor which needs 

more consideration for Current Source Converter transmission (CSC). Other than 

inertial effect, AC system impedance also affects the AC system strength. This thesis 

only focused upon the impact from AC system impedance on the AC-DC interaction.

This thesis used the basic control system for the rectifier and inverter

transmission co-ordination. As per the objective of performing an asymptotic 

stability study for the proposed interconnection, this work did not add supplementary
transmission.HVDCofcontrol systemtheto
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Modeling rectifier side Indian network as a thevenin’s equivalent 

that needs to consider. Before calculating thevenin’s impedance components, 

some assumptions had to make due to less number of reference guides for the 

thevenin’s equivalent source modeling.

source is an
issue

There are research work which have done the stability studies of the AC-DC 

interaction. Reference [27] modeled AC network with generators in thevenin’s 

equivalent sources behind its transient impedances and performed MPC analysis only 

in QMPC mode. This thesis has performed the DMPC analysis which provides the 

higher accuracy for the MPC analysis. Reference [52] modeled the network on a 

different platform and investigated the impact on AC network stability by HVDC 

transmission using different tools except the tools used in this thesis. Both this thesis 

work and reference [53] modeled the AC-DC model on PSCAD/EMTDC platform. 

Reference [53] has modeled a smaller power system than this thesis model and less 

comprehensive it is. It provides the time domain results for AC network internal 

faults simulations without further analysis. This thesis provides a wide analysis on 

each fault condition in terms of time domain analysis, maximum power curve and 

short circuit ratio tools.

According to the assumption of this thesis, at steady state operation, rectifier 
firing angle operates at 20° and inverter extinction angle is at 18° and Sri Lanka 

receives 500 MW at 400kV voltage from India. Steady state parameters for the 

simulation model were calculated based upon this assumption and modeled on 

PSCAD platform. However, in the modeled network, the rectifier operates at 22° and 

inverter at 20° (after the tuning for 400 kV ) and DC power delivers to Sri Lankan 

network at 500 MW under 400 kV DC voltage. The characteristic curve illustrated in

this thesis assumed that inverter is operating on the Constant Extinction angle curve 

(CEA curve). However, according to the actual simulation result, there is a shift of

downwards from the CEA curve.inverter constant gamma operating curve 1 

Therefore, the system does not operate exactly 

shift from the

the characteristic curve and there 

in the thesis.
on

assumption madesmallis a
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For quasi steady state condition, the maximum available power curve (MPC) 

illustrated in this thesis is lower than the actual power limit due to the change in the 

inverter gamma angle from the lower angle to a larger value. According to the 

definition of the MPC, the inverter must be operating at constant extinction angle 

mode which is the minimum gamma angle mode. It provides the maximum power 

that inverter can obtain by Maximum available power (MAP). If the converter 

operates in a larger angle than the minimum gamma angle in steady state, it provides 

reduced maximum power than the actual MAP. This is an issue that needs to be 

raised in this thesis results.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis main objective was to investigate the transient stability of the 

HVDC-HVAC interaction at Sri Lankan side of the proposed India-Sri Lanka 

interconnection. For that purpose, first it was modeled the proposed interconnection

Then the results were analyzed 

quantitatively and qualitatively using three tools; Short circuit ratio, Maximum 

power curve and time domain analysis. The results were analyzed, verified and 

discussed with the aid of the references.

on PSCAD/EMTDC software platform.

7.1. Main contribution of the thesis

The main contributions of the thesis are listed below.

• India-Sri Lanka HVDC interconnection was modeled in between detailed Sri 

Lankan network and thevenin equivalent Indian network on PSCAD/EMTDC 

software platform.

• All the system parameters were selected and calculated such that comply with 

the real world actual system condition.

• The accuracy of the modeled system was simulated and verified with the 

references.
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• HVDC-HVAC interaction stability was analyzed and discussed the obtained 

results using the reference findings and mainly with the IEEE standards 

guide-reference [48].

7.2. Conclusions

The conclusions of the thesis can be summarized as below.

• From the maturity point of view or reliability point of view or converter losses 

point of view, the optimum converter technology that is suitable to model the 

proposed interconnection is CSC technology, although there are several 

operational drawbacks exist if it is not provided any supplementary control 

actions to eliminate those drawbacks.

• From the given algebraic and differential equations the HVDC-HVAC network 

could be modeled. The model accuracy was verified by the steady state time 

domain simulations. 500 MW DC power under rated 400 kV DC voltage was 

delivered from Indian power network to Sri Lankan power network. The steady 

state operating point rectifier firing angle was 20 degrees while the inverter 

extinction angle was 18 degrees.

• The inverter side AC terminal voltage has a huge impact on the AC-DC 

interaction. From the time domain simulations for inverter side AC faults it was 

emphasized. When the AC voltage single phase voltage was dropped that caused 

for commutation failures of the converters. This is one drawback of the CSC 

technology as it thoroughly depends upon the terminal voltage stiffness.

• This system was modeled with the basic DC control system without adding any 

supplementary control systems to stabilize the system under perturbed 

conditions. Therefore it can be said that; this modeled AC-DC interaction is 

asymptotic stable as it regain the pre-fault operating state after the fault is cleared 

as shown in inverter side AC faults time domain simulations.

• From the MPC curve and SCR value point of view, Sri Lankan network is a 

strong network in terms of the HVDC interconnection system strength
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evaluation, 

network is
Although Sri Lanka i

IS an island the 220 kV 

has the
and 132 kV power

strength to handle HVDC
strong network which

interconnection without losing the stability. 

* However’ there is a significant i
impact on the stability of the HVDC-HVAC 

oal power plants according to the simulation and
interaction by the 300 MW c 

calculation results.

• As the system impedance i 

voltage drops and the DC 

balance of the country.

increases because of an AC system fault, AC busbar 

power delivery reduces which impact on the power

• Therefore, it is necessary to take precaution actions
to reduce the system 

impedance or keep stiff the inverter AC busbar voltage so that it does not affect 

the DC voltage and hence DC power delivery to AC system.

• If a fault causes for AC network impedance to be reduced, then that does 

impact severely on DC power delivery. But the AC and DC busbar voltages 

increment due to impedance reduction can affect the insulations so that it is

not

necessary to provide the necessary actions to keep the AC/DC voltages under the 

safety margins.

• All 3x 300 MW coal plants tripping affect to the DC power delivery such that, it 

reduces the DC power delivery by the characteristic control system. However, it 

does not cause to drop DC power delivery to zero. Therefore, it provides the

security to the AC system although all 3 coal plants are not available.

• The exciter speed directly effects on the stability of HVAC-HVDC interaction as 

shown by the results because, the speed of the exciter effects on the AC busbar 

voltage stability. Faster the exciter, the DC power delivery capability increases

as shown by the MPC and MPA derivations.
accurate by the DMPC derivations other than• The simulation results are more 

QMPC derivations 

accordingly.

because, the DMPC derivation allows AC voltage to be vary
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7.3. Future work

The system modeled in 

perturbed conditions
this thesis has 

other than th
potential to simulated and analyze 

this thesis. So that, it can
more

e ones done in
analyze the stability behavior 

conditions as well.
From th ^ HVDC'HVAC interaction ^der those perturbed 

.he HVDC-HVAC h.^0. 

on the findings of this thesis, the followi ection. Other than that based 

owing topics are recommended for further
research.

• The impact of exciters 

thoroughly.

• Other than exciter, other

on the HVDC-HVAC stability needs to be studied

generator parameters effect on the stability of 

HVDC-HVAC interaction are necessary to be studied thoroughly.
• The remedies those are

interaction are necessary to simulate and analyze.
necessary to take for pertaining stability of the

• QMPC for fast current order ramping is necessary to model and simulate. 
From that, it can analyze the automatic master control behavior impact on 

QMPC.
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